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Give Your Students Something to Talk About 

Harmonize elevates the online learning experience by creating an interactive space for 
instructors and students to connect and collaborate in new, more engaging ways. More than 
just a discussion board, Harmonize is a new way to empower educators and drive student 
participation.

Harmonize works like the social platforms 
students use outside of school. With an online 
experience that is both easy and functional, 
students are inspired to think and interact in 
deeper, more authentic ways.
  
Today, as colleges and universities expand their 
online learning programs to meet rising student 
demand, Harmonize offers a better way to 
create thriving academic communities that help 
everyone succeed.

“I am familiar with several 
discussion forum systems 
including the standard 
systems for Canvas, 
Blackboard and Sakai. I found 
the Harmonize discussion 
forum system to be superior 
to all three.  

Rachel Kremen 
Journalism & Media Studies 
Department  
School of Communication and 
Information at Rutgers University 

         Read the Product Review 
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A New Way to Engage

Harmonize brings the power of face-to-face 
conversation to online learners. With a modern 
visual layout and rich-media support, Harmonize 
helps students communicate and collaborate in their 
own unique ways. Students can work on their own 
or with teams. They can see at a glance what their 
classmates are saying, react with a simple emoticon, 
or post a lively response that can include audio, 
video, hyperlinks, and even snippets of code. With 
Harmonize, discussions come alive.

Reach Every Student

Harmonize helps you deliver an online experience 
that’s right for every student. Yes, Harmonize is ADA 
compliant. It also offers features like automatic audio 
captioning and multi-device support to help students 
overcome barriers to learning. At a time when student 
anxiety is at an all-time high, Harmonize can help 
your students connect. Harmonize Chat, anonymous 
posting, and presence indicators make it easier--and 
safer--for students to reach out and build communities 
that matter.

“We saw its potential 
immediately. Its user 
engagement model 
is very intuitive–it just 
works in a way that 
people expect. 

James Foley 
Assistant Director for Digital  
Learning & Design   
Brown University 

         Read the Case Study 
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“I love the way that Harmonize 
makes it so easy for students 
and instructors to communicate, 
collaborate, and engage with one 
another and the content of the 
course! It is great that everyone 
in a class can use various ways 
to share and provide feedback 
through a research driven 
platform like Harmonize.  

Rhonda L. Blackburn, PhD
President 
United Distance Learning Association

Download the Best Practice 
Guide for Online Discussions 
authored by Rhonda L. Blackburn

”

Help Your Faculty Work More Efficiently

A simple onboarding tool can help faculty 
jump right in with regular tips and updates 
that keep them at the top of their game. 
Faculty can set alerts and notifications 
to monitor student activity and establish 
multiple due dates for a single topic (no 
more last-minute posts!). Harmonize 
is also tightly integrated with the 
applications that faculty use most often: 
the LMS, plagiarism detection systems, 
grading tools, and web conferencing 
software. With a more efficient discussion 
platform, your faculty are free to focus on 
what they do best: bring ideas to life for 
their students. 

Partners
Learning Management Systems

Plagiarism Detection SoftwareLearning 
Management Systems
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New to online learning?

With an engagement model that faculty love, Harmonize helps everyone build more caring 
online communities. Features that support more equitable access to online learning help every 
student engage more deeply in their student experience. And Harmonize scales easily to 
support small classes or large so that no student ever feels left behind. 

Looking for better efficiencies and stellar student experiences?  

Harmonize can help you remove the technical burden from your faculty by providing easy and 
intuitive tools to help them manage their online classroom more efficiently and effectively. We 
offer live support and a robust library of webinars, instructor guides, and a knowledge base 
so that faculty always have the answers they need. And because we host Harmonize on our 
servers, you never have to worry about storage limits. 

Ready to learn more?

  
Harmonize.42lines.net

             
harmonize@42lines.net           Attend a Webinar

Our mission is to elevate the online learning experience by providing world-

class technology solutions that improve student retention and engagement. 

For more than ten years, we’ve worked with education partners, researchers, 

and industry experts to design and develop solutions that delight students and 

faculty while providing them with the tools they need to succeed. 
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Features  

Harmonize provides a comprehensive feature set designed to deepen engagement, streamline 
tasks, broaden access, and help students, faculty, and administrators work more collaboratively 
to support teaching and learning goals. 

Student Engagement Student Instructor

Create a post

Comment on a post

Simple & advanced commenting

Reactions

Threaded replies

Reply to a comment

Harmonize Chat

Search

Flag a post

Filter posts

Grid and List View

Equation Editor

Access and Equity Student Instructor

Multi-language Closed  
Captioning on Videos

Auto closed captioning  
(English only) 

Internationalization

ADA compliant

Auto save work

Responsive design

Transcoding videos

Anonymous posting

Configurable Profiles and Avatars 

Groups (Canvas only) 

Faculty Support Student Instructor

Analytics dashboard across all 
topics in Course

Activity report on student activity

Multiple Due Dates  

Auto-Grading 

Visibility of posts: Private  
between student / Instructor, 
Sections or Groups

Print topic/Posts

Word count

Hide posts before posting

Feature tips within Harmonize

Grading integration with LMS

Edit and delete posts &  
comments made by students  

Web conferencing integration

Easy Alerts Student Instructor

Version History of posts  
by students

Plagiarism integrations  
(Turnitin, Urkund & Unicheck) 

Notifications of activity in 
discussions

Email frequency settings

@mention & tagging

  
Explore Features

         

Harmonize.42lines.net  
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